
HNA Live Real Estate:

A New Dimension in Real Estate Data Analytics

OVERVIEW:

HNA Live arms real estate agents with new depths of insight into current and
prospective properties and their surrounding areas, which can be used to empower
clients to make the best personal and financial decisions in buying or selling a home.
Realtors can display in 3-D a property and its neighborhood and augment it with a
wealth of information from news feeds, area housing data, census figures, and other
data sources that could impact the life a potential homeowner would lead.

No detail is too small for potential homeowners, which is why we allow agents to show
their clients everything they want to know about the property, block, and community. We
put basic property statistics in a deeper context curating excellent results:

• A true and accurate understanding of your selling environment
•Getting an edge on competitors
•Utilizing the big data era. Providing transparency with YOUR consumers

84% of Residential firms & 72% of Commercial firms plan to use comparative market
analysis, utilizing new-school technology to critically get an edge on their real estate
competitors.

OUR SOLUTION:

With HNA Live's professional real estate technology, realtors can help buyers envision
life at their new home, and sellers to showcase and market their listings more
strategically through dynamic 3D renderings of houses and neighborhoods that you
can’t find on established MLS sites.



Visualize Your Entire Community

• Restaurants, businesses, schools, community centers, commutes, and anything else
that matters in your everyday life

Analyze Every Detail of Your Property

• House colors, garden space, fencing, floor plan layout, plot size, or any other
facet of the home you care about most

Deliver & Monitor

• Access unprecedented depth in property value assessment by creating the most
granular comparative analysis of properties within and across neighborhoods in
the marketplace—no more unreliable MLS estimates based on general data!

• Account for important neighborhood changes through the integration of news and
other information pertaining to the community

HNA Live enables a significantly deeper analysis of property values that no other tools
in the marketplace can match.


